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GREAT book The first six chapters are excellent. I believe the writer has "nailed it" in regards to
the likely outcomes. A few of her conclusions have already been affirmed by my own doctor
(many doctors will be retiring leaving a shortage of experienced medical practitioners, there will
be shortages of certain medications, etc...! Quite simply, a "do it yourself" guide to many
common medical problems. Important read This is just a must read book to learn what's coming
and how to prepare. Five Stars Very good! The book will probably be worth the price for all those
six chapters only, but there is more. This part is worth a lot as an easy to understand medical
guide to numerous common health problems. I would recommend this book. Start stockpiling
from the author's lists and begin learning how to execute a few items before you can't. We had
probably among the best medical areas on the planet before Obamacare which book shows how
it'll be destroyed because lawyers (or someone a whole lot worse! As Dr. Hieb provides said,
Obamacare is similar to Medicare on steroids. The looming Clinton2 general healthcare will end
up like Obamacare on steroids. Hieb's book also is filled with plenty of practical healthcare and
nutrition advice. I am offering this book to all or any of my friends, and specifically those in the
health care industry.. Obamacare is similar to Medicare on steroids That is a break-through book
detailing the disastrous fallout from Obamacare and how to survive socialized healthcare.) will
be producing your medical decisions NOT your physician. Hieb wrote this book! In fact it is
because there are so many fresh people clogging up my healthcare plan. In fact it is obtaining
worse. Dr Heib's personal encounters add greatly to the credibility of the books primary premise
- the decline of the level of service in providing health care because of government
involvement. I've a serious chronic illiness and already I am are having issues getting the
procedure that I need to maintain my eating capability and keeping my pain at tolerable level. It
gives you a genuine insight has to what is happening to your medical systems and how
destructive Obamacare really is. The publication paints a frightening reality but offers you plans
to deal with the medical melydown that's happening right now Read this book!).! Another six
chapters are simply plain good advice above care for oneself and about becoming wary of
government endorsed tips such as recommended daily allowances for certain foods, vitamins
and minerals and also the difficulty of getting most doctors to improve their way of thinking
after many believe they got the ultimate best answers in university or medical school.
Exceptional and ful of information you'll want. The last area of the book (17 chapters) is really
helpful advice (albeit dried out data) about surviving in the event of shortages of doctors and
items. Hmmmm. The primary focus of the book involves the doctor patient relationship... For you
to focus on yourself and your body. These ideas for better health aren't generally known You
will learn what's likely to eventually the healthcare system and why. Great insight, info and you
decide. This book really makes you think of how bad our medical field are affected from
Obamacare This book really makes you think of how lousy our medical field will suffer from
Obamacare..this is what just about everyone has been thinking all along. Very helpful So
informative, it's essential for those that care about the coming medical mess. Where has this
book been all my entire life. More importantly, become familiar with ways to avoid many health
issues which means you will be less inclined to need the difficult to find medical care. These
concepts for better health aren't generally known. Two Stars Dated info and author too centered
on gluten-free. Great Analysis An excellent analysis of the consequences of government
interference in the medical industry.. Thank God Dr.
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